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Thermaling rules
• First into the thermal decides which direction 

to thermal  
• Newcomers must not disturb pilots already in 

the thermal. 
• You may not disturb other pilots when leaving 

the thermal  
• If you climb better than another pilot you are 

not allowed to disturb her   
• Never fly below other gliders   
• Keep other gliders under constant observation 
• Always fly so the other pilots can see you  



Landing out  
All airplanes do it occasionally….



Competition traces (WGC2004)

Accepted substandard??



25 m 
AGL

110 m 
AGL



Own decision?

If they go then I go



Own decision?

If they go then I go



Own decision?

If they go then I go



Own decision?

If they go then I go

Make your own decision!



What is the probability that the 
engine will start?

100% 
99% 
95% 

?



Either it will start or not 
so do not rely on it!

50%



Cloud flying 
Beautiful!

In comps: 
Dangerous! 
Forbidden!

Stay well clear 
of cloud at all 
times!



Midairs





Gliding is dangerous!

➢ Midair collisions = the second most 
common cause for fatal accidents in gliding 

➢ Every second pilot involved in a midair is 
killed 

➢ Usually no investigation when no one is 
killed 

➢ Near-misses are common, often not 
reported



1. Look out 
2. Look out 
3. Look out 
4. Scan with the right method  

How to avoid midairs……



Focus 
Colours 

Long distance

Discover movements 
Monochrome 

Not sharp



Scanning technique
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“Detection distance”? 

Airspeed 185 km/h = 50 m/s
Closing speed 100 m/s
100 m = 1s
200 m = 2 s
500 m = 5 s
1 000 m = 10s



FLA
RM



But……
FLARM is  not a collision avoidance 
system like TCAS! 

It is a ”situational awareness system” 

Look out, Look out, Look out, Look out, L



Normal Method for Arrival 
DIRECT LANDINGS

Deceleration Zone

The Finish Ring

Looooooong landing!



Deceleration Zone

HIGH SPEED ARRIVALS – Join Circuit Left or Right

Deceleration Zone



Crossing runway centre line and pulling up after finishing is considered a  
“Hazardous manoeuvre”



Airspace 
infringements 
A concern for the whole gliding 
movement

Be careful not 
to enter 
controlled 
airspace



Remember, this is the 35th WGC  
not WWIII



Summary

•Fly with your head, not your arms 
and feet 

•Look out 
•Look out 
•Look out…….



Why do we fly gliders….

Because it is fun!



Have a nice and safe WGC!


